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The COVID-19 pandemic had immediate and significant

ramifications for the seafood industry. With restaurants closed

and distribution channels disrupted, many fishermen turned

inwards, leaning on their community for support. This pivot

dovetailed with a shift in consumer interest towards local and

sustainable seafood options, the result of which has been a

surge in direct sales facilitated by various marketing strategies.

During the pandemic, interest in community-supported

fisheries spiked and social media interactions with fishermen

grew. Government-created resources to connect fishermen to

local customers launched and seafood donation programs

using philanthropic funding expanded. Online grocery

platforms, like Amazon Fresh and Mercato, drew in even more

customers who have since become familiar with grocery

deliveries and government purchasing of seafood increased,

opening opportunities for large suppliers. Studying this market

expansion and how fishermen adapted to it offers insight into

potentially underutilized sales opportunities. It is important

that small-scale fishermen looking to diversify their markets

take note of these opportunities, especially since industry

leaders are optimistic that trends in consumer behavior

developed during the pandemic will persist. 

Through stakeholder interviews and a literature review, we

have attempted to collate the most common pivots fishermen

made during the pandemic, as well as their level of success

and recommendations for implementation. This report orders

these pivots from low investment to high investment. We

conclude that creating a vibrant online presence is key for

reaching diverse audiences, and government support in

hosting and organizing direct sale marketing is important

during times of crisis. 

As shocks to the seafood industry become more frequent due

to climate change and reliance on global supply chains,

understanding and applying diverse marketing strategies will

become even more important for fishermen worldwide. 
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https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/supply-trade/pandemic-buying-shifts-prove-a-boon-for-direct-to-consumer-online-seafood-subscription-services
https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/supply-trade/pandemic-buying-shifts-prove-a-boon-for-direct-to-consumer-online-seafood-subscription-services
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https://www.dailyastorian.com/news/coronavirus-disrupts-crab-exports-to-china/article_409b9070-47a4-11ea-9781-9f7e5cff8bb5.html
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/x8aew/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/16/coronavirus-outbreak-prompts-states-to-ban-restaurant-dining.html
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/resource/document/fisheries-united-states-2017-report
https://media.fisheries.noaa.gov/2021-02/Updated-COVID-19-Impact-Assessment-webready.pdf
https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/processing-equipment/pacific-seafood-temporarily-closes-oregon-plant-after-first-covid-19-diagnosis
https://www.dailyastorian.com/news/local/pacific-seafood-opens-new-warrenton-plant/article_5cfc6aef-07a6-5de7-93d9-08bc2fcd330e.html
https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/supply-trade/pacific-seafood-suspends-operations-at-five-locations-due-to-covid-19-outbreak
https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/supply-trade/pacific-seafood-suspends-operations-at-five-locations-due-to-covid-19-outbreak
https://civileats.com/2020/04/14/as-coronavirus-disrupts-seafood-supply-chains-struggling-fishermen-seek-other-markets/
https://media.fisheries.noaa.gov/2021-02/Updated-COVID-19-Impact-Assessment-webready.pdf
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https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-01-23/seafood-supermarket-sales-skyrocket-in-pandemic
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2021-01-23/seafood-supermarket-sales-skyrocket-in-pandemic
https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/foodservice-retail/us-retailers-notched-record-seafood-sales-in-2020
https://www.southcoasttoday.com/news/20200406/local-fishermen-use-social-media-to-sell-directly-to-consumers
https://www.southcoasttoday.com/news/20200406/local-fishermen-use-social-media-to-sell-directly-to-consumers
https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/supply-trade/pandemic-buying-shifts-prove-a-boon-for-direct-to-consumer-online-seafood-subscription-services
https://maryland.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=00aada5fe3504220964a9d9a48961963
https://maryland.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=00aada5fe3504220964a9d9a48961963
https://baydirectva.com/
https://medium.com/pcubed/case-study-catch-together-5f8cdbb54a6
https://spectrumnews1.com/ca/la-west/news/2021/02/02/fishermen-get-lifeline-during-pandemic--catching-fish-for-food-banks
https://newspress.com/were-trying-to-stay-alive-santa-barbara-fishermen-sell-straight-to-consumers-as-the-coronavirus-shuts-down-markets/
https://civileats.com/2020/04/14/as-coronavirus-disrupts-seafood-supply-chains-struggling-fishermen-seek-other-markets/


Many fishermen developed their websites

and turned to Facebook and Instagram to

sell their catch during the pandemic.

Websites are an easy way for consumers to

find information about fisheries and make

purchases. The content on a website is

more stagnant than social media, which

requires regular updating to reach

customers. On Facebook, some fishermen

created pages or groups to market their

individual catch, while others aggregated

by area or species. Pick up times and

prices were either advertised in the post or

negotiated in the comments section with

customers. Some wholesalers used

Facebook as a way to provide updates on

inventory, redirecting customers to their

website for sales. Facebook is free to use,

but users can pay to promote posts. Using

Facebook provides fishermen with a direct

line to people interested in their product

— consumers get a personalized

experience and feel connected with their

community. Some fishermen run an

Instagram account as well, primarily using it

to provide updates on catch; sales are

usually conducted through an external

website or dockside. Instagram is another

low cost, high reach platform, especially if

effectively used.

To cope with the uncertainty caused by disruptions to processors and distributors, fishermen

across the country began selling their catch directly off the boat. A survey of northeastern

fishermen indicated that almost half of fishermen pivoted to this model during the pandemic,

and consumers followed their direction. Websites marketing dockside sales experienced a

bump in traffic and social media pages advertising local catch quickly gained followers.

Fishermen also advertised their catch through mobile applications funded in part by local

governments. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Example of direct marketing on Facebook
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https://ecoevorxiv.org/kuzwq/
https://ecoevorxiv.org/kuzwq/
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/x8aew/
https://www.southcoasttoday.com/news/20200406/local-fishermen-use-social-media-to-sell-directly-to-consumers
https://seafood-direct.com/


Consider creating a Facebook page if you will be able to regularly update the page,

provide a majority of its content, and maintain engagement. 

Consider creating a Facebook group if you only want to create an information center and

allow anyone to market catch on the site. 

Consider creating an Instagram account if you have regular access to high quality

photographs.

When marketing products on social media,

Pursue place-based marketing strategies, such as using photos of local fishermen.

Tag your city and use hashtags like #lobster, #buyfresh, #buylocal, and #shopsmall.

Consider purchasing social media advertisements that include a clear call to action,

like an upcoming sale.

Post regular updates and respond promptly to comments to maintain engagement.

Post instructional videos or articles about preparing whole fish, as well as recipes

using local species.

Consider creating a website through which customers can make purchases. Websites

should be consumer-oriented, with high quality images and a simple interface. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

5.

Recommendations for Dockside Sales
Social Media Marketing
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Example of direct marketing on Instagram
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https://www.instagram.com/unidiver/


Mobile applications that connect local, small-

scale fishermen with consumers have been

around since 2012. Fishline is the dominant app

for the West Coast, and its team has

collaborated with local governments to develop

the app for other areas. Through the app,

customers can browse sellers based on location,

products, or payment method. Suppliers can

create a profile with this information and their

contact details. Purchasing is usually done

outside the app, to avoid transactional costs.

The mobile platform is especially important for

rural areas, where access to the Internet may be

limited. 

In 2020, several eastern states developed the

app for their regions. Interest in this

matchmaking app was high: in Virginia, people

downloaded the app before it was widely

publicized, and in Rhode Island 500 people

downloaded the app within the first two weeks

of launching. These apps were usually funded

through grants and developed in collaboration

with local governments, nonprofits, and the

Fishline team.

MOBILE APPLICATIONS
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Recommendations for Marketing 
through Mobile Applications

Approach your local environmental or fishery department about using grant funding to

create an app that connects small-scale seafood suppliers with consumers, using

expertise from the team at Fishline if possible.  

Create a team that has relationships in the community to monitor the upkeep of the app

and promote its development.

Promote the app widely with fishermen to ensure there is product available for

customers.

Host transactions outside of the app to avoid extra costs.

1.

2.

3.

4.

http://www.phondini.com/fishline
http://www.phondini.com/fishline
http://www.phondini.com/fishline


STATE GOVERNMENT RESOURCES

Several states have created online databases of local seafood distributors. Maryland's Department

of Agriculture released an interactive map with product information and location for local

agricultural and seafood producers. The Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries created a

webpage with information on seafood retail locations. Rhode Island, New Hampshire, and

Connecticut used NOAA Sea Grants to develop webpages with sellers’ location, offerings, and

contact information. These resources provide exposure for fishermen in an official, permanent

format.
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 Maryland's Local Food Options map. Selecting a blue icon provides more details. 
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A key issue that fishermen face with off the boat sales is the permitting requirements. States require

separate permits for processing seafood dockside, so some fishermen choose to sell whole fish

instead. This can be problematic, since many consumers are uncomfortable with, or

unknowledgeable about, preparing whole fish. Although regulations vary by state, in general

fishermen are also required to have permits to sell directly to consumers. At the beginning of the

pandemic, some states, like Massachusetts and Rhode Island, modified their permitting

requirements in order to get direct sales permits to fishermen more quickly or cheaply. During

times of crisis, it's important that fishermen request these same modifications, and ensure that

reporting requirements do not make the permits inaccessible.

Recommendations for Leveraging State
Government Resources

Members of the Sea Grant network should consider using funds to develop a database

of local fisheries and marketing resources.

Ensure that you create and maintain a profile on relevant state websites.

1.

2.

https://maryland.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=00aada5fe3504220964a9d9a48961963
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/find-a-seafood-retail-location?fbclid=IwAR3PIozkO-wHLitkFdeVmHoW7_PtCe5X9bdAl8iqZf7gs41tBFrrQLU3CVw#for-seafood-retailers-
https://seagrant.gso.uri.edu/our-work/where-to-find-rhode-island-seafood/
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/448001c265f049e186baf63f9918a8b1
https://shellfish.uconn.edu/seafood-sales/
https://maryland.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=00aada5fe3504220964a9d9a48961963
https://maryland.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=00aada5fe3504220964a9d9a48961963
https://www.southcoasttoday.com/news/20200406/local-fishermen-use-social-media-to-sell-directly-to-consumers
https://www.southcoasttoday.com/news/20200406/local-fishermen-use-social-media-to-sell-directly-to-consumers
https://www.thewesterlysun.com/news/covid-19/weathering-the-storm-rhode-islands-commercial-fishery-hit-hardby-covid-19-pandemic/article_3305f058-783d-11ea-be3b-cf4ea09a73b5.html
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https://www.redsbest.com/
https://www.fmi.org/forms/store/ProductFormPublic/power-of-seafood-2020
https://www.forbes.com/sites/annakang/2020/05/31/mercato-helps-independent-grocery-stores-shift-to-online-delivery-during-the-pandemic/?sh=3cb6daa642dd
https://www.mercato.com/
https://www.freshdirect.com/
https://www.localharvest.org/
https://progressivegrocer.com/why-amazon-primed-record-breaking-2020
https://www.geekwire.com/2020/amazons-online-grocery-sales-triple-q2-people-get-food-delivered-amid-pandemic/


The community-supported model has been around for some time; however, since the

beginning of the pandemic, interest in the model has sharply increased. Alaskan’s Own,

a CSF based out of Sitka, saw its sales double in 2020; Real Good Fish, a CSF based out

of Moss Landing, expanded delivery to six states.

In a typical CSF, customers pay a subscription fee to receive or pick up a prespecified

poundage of seafood sourced by local fishermen. Often, customers don’t know the exact

type of fish they will receive since catch is dependent on weather conditions and

seasonality. CSFs usually list a selection of seafood on their website that consumers may

receive and some CSFs let customers opt-out of certain species. Community-supported

aquaculture (CSA) is also becoming popular. Emily Selinger, owner of Emily’s Oysters in

Maine, said, “The CSA model is well-suited to aquaculture [because] we have a good

sense of how much product we have on the farm and it’s a clever way to get people to

buy oysters week after week.”

The Local Catch Network (LCN) is a website that hosts over 500 CSFs and smaller

fisheries in 20 states. Fishermen can create a profile on the site with details on their

location, species caught, and contact information; consumers can search profiles

geographically or by keyword. Between March and May of 2020, user traffic on the Local

Catch Network in the U.S. was up by 310% compared to the previous year.
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Community-Supported Fisheries (CSF)

The Premium Sitka Seafood Share includes king salmon,
Bairdi crab, albacore tuna, and more for $129/month.

Sitka Salmon Shares offers free delivery through UPS or a
home delivery specialist.

8

https://www.nationalfisherman.com/northeast/community-supported-fisheries-rush-to-pivot-models-as-coronavirus-cuts-off-restaurant-clients
https://alaskansown.com/
https://www.realgoodfish.com/
https://www.aquaculturealliance.org/advocate/they-sell-shellfish-shares-by-the-seashore-a-surge-of-oyster-csas/
https://localcatch.org/
https://localcatch.org/
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/x8aew/
https://osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/x8aew/
https://sitkasalmonshares.com/collections/2021-shares
https://www.instagram.com/sitkasalmonshares/
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https://sitkasalmonshares.com/
https://docktodish.com/
https://fishchoice.com/business/cape-cod-community-supported-fishery
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0308597X16000129
https://localcatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Bolton-et-al.pdf


If you own or participate in a CSF:

Create a profile on Local Catch Network.

Develop partnerships with local organizations like farmers’ markets, fishermen’s alliances, and

nonprofits to generate awareness for your CSF.

Include preparation instructions, place-based marketing materials, and special add-ons to

appeal to consumers’ interests and stand out amongst competitors.

If you do not own or participate in a CSF:

Consider if a CSF is right for you using the decision tree on page 10 and  explore these

additional resources.

In times of crises, contact local community-supported agriculture programs to determine if

they would be interested in offering seafood.

1.

a.

b.

c.

2.

a.

b.

Recommendations for CSFs

Potential benefits of creating a CSF:
Earning a higher income by bypassing a wholesaler relationship.

Incurring a stable price by charging customers ahead of time.

Spreading awareness of fishery issues through your local network.

Improving the local economy by increasing demand for local seafood businesses.

Potential challenges of creating a CSF:
Developing and maintaining an online presence and sales platform.

Bookkeeping and complying with local, state, and federal regulations.

Managing customer relationships, especially in times of volatility.

Dedicating bandwidth to marketing, packaging, and delivery of seafood.
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Special add-on: Emily’s Oysters in Maine offers an oyster-shucking
lesson, insulated cooler bag, and oyster knife with each
subscription.
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https://localcatch.org/resources/
https://www.emilysoysters.com/
https://www.instagram.com/emilysoysters


DO I  HAVE THE
RIGHT

PERSONALITY AND
SKILLSET TO

CREATE A CSF?

YES

YES NO
A CSF MAY

NOT BE
SUCCESSFUL

WILL  I  BE ABLE TO
RECRUIT  AND RETAIN

CUSTOMERS THROUGH
EXCELLENT SERVICE AND
EFFECTIVE MARKETING?

CAN I  EMPLOY
PEOPLE TO F ILL

GAPS IN MY
SKILLSET? 

YES NO

PERFORM MARKET
RESEARCH AND DEVELOP

A BUSINESS PLAN

YES NO

A CSF MAY NOT
BE SUCCESSFUL

IS A CSF RIGHT FOR
ME?

Is there demand for locally-caught
seafood in your community?

Entrepreneurial

Risk-taker

Personable

Conflict resolver

Community-oriented

Attentive to detail

NO

A CSF MAY NOT
BE SUCCESSFUL
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During the pandemic, several small-scale fisheries received philanthropic funding to

donate their catch to local food assistance programs. This benefited communities facing

widespread food insecurity, and provided a stable market for fishermen during the crisis.

It was also a way to connect with the community, building interest in local seafood. Catch

Together, a Massachusetts-based nonprofit, provided $5 million in funding to fisheries

across the country in 2020. Their hope was that fisheries could use the funding not only to

buy catch for donation, but also to develop value-added products for sale in the market

or through the USDA. Indeed, the Cape Cod Fisheries Trust created a haddock chowder

using Catch Together funds. The product is currently being donated to local food banks,

but the Trust is considering selling units in the future. Though directly receiving

philanthropic funding as a small business may seem difficult without a nonprofit

designation, utilizing intermediary fiscal agents, like fiscal sponsors, may be an attractive

option.

What is a Fiscal Sponsor?

Recommendations for Utilizing

Philanthropic Support 
Philanthropic support can be leveraged to increase market diversity and resilience

by supporting costs to create a value-added product. 

To leverage philanthropic funding without non-profit status, consider a fiscal

sponsorship.

To find philanthropic funding, review the University of California Santa Barbara's

Market Your Catch page and look into local private foundations.

1.

2.

3.
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Philanthropic Support

A fiscal sponsor is a 501(c)(3) organization

that supports projects which may not have

nonprofit status. Fiscal sponsors can have

varying degrees of control over projects and

often provide administrative support. There

are several models of fiscal sponsorship, each

with different legal ramifications. 

Cape Cod Fisheries Trust's haddock chowder
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https://catchinvest.com/catch-together
https://civileats.com/2020/09/15/connecting-fishermen-with-hungry-communities-can-also-benefit-local-food-systems/
https://civileats.com/2020/09/15/connecting-fishermen-with-hungry-communities-can-also-benefit-local-food-systems/
https://www.capecodfishermen.org/fisheries-trust
https://capecodfishermen.org/smallboats-bigtaste
https://marketyourcatch.msi.ucsb.edu/start-expand/financing-your-alternative-market/grant-programs
https://nonprofitquarterly.org/fiscal-sponsorship-a-balanced-overview/
https://capecodfishermen.org/smallboats-bigtaste


During the pandemic, the government stepped up its funding for USDA Section 32 food

purchases. These purchases go to food donation programs and bids are auctioned through the

Agricultural Marketing Service. In May of 2020, the government agreed to purchase $30 million

in catfish products, $20 million in Atlantic haddock, pollock, and redfish, and $20 million in 

$12,369,942

$2,272,089

$1,609,364

$4,425,480

$2,121,418

$25,140,000
$1,667,060

Pollock

U
S
D

A
, In

trafish

Frozen Foods, Ocean Select
Seafood, Sea Pearl Seafood

OBI Seafoods, Peter Pan, Trident

America's Catch,
Consolidated Catfish

Companies, Heartland Catfish

America's Catch, Heartland Catfish

America's Catch, Heartland
Catfish, Simmons Farm Raised

Channel Fish, High Liner

Consolidated Catfish Companies

America's Catch, Consolidated
Catfish Companies

Consolidated Catfish Companies

$25,140,000

$23,798,170

$15,970,170

$12,369,942

$9,353,320

$5,469,340

$4,425,480

$4,197,480

$4,048,371

$3,938,400

$2,272,089

$2,142,440

$2,121,418

$1,667,060

$1,609,364

$1,231,200

Pollock

Salmon

Catfish

Catfish

Catfish

Pollock

Catfish

Pollock

Catfish

Pollock

Catfish

Pollock

Catfish

USDA Seafood Purchases in 2020

Species

Trident, Ocean Beauty

Trident, High Liner

Blue Harvest Fisheries

 Trident

Trident, Channel Fish

America's Catch

Trident, Channel Fish

Shrimp

Salmon, pollock

Pollock, haddock,
perch

Bid Company awarded bid

Review the requirements to become an approved vendor for the USDA and

determine if bidding for federal government contracts is right for you.

If your state has a food purchasing program, explore how you can become an

approved vendor.

During times of crisis, advocate for increased authroity for sales to federal or state

food purchasing programs to stabilize the local seafood market.

1.

2.

3.

Recommendations for Participating in
Government Purchasing
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Alaskan pollock. In May of 2021, the

USDA solicited bids on over eight

million pounds of Alaskan pollock.

These orders were encouraged by

several state elected officials, who

believed the government purchases

to be crucial for suppliers facing

depressed demand during the

pandemic. In order to bid on USDA

contracts, vendors must go through

an approval process, which includes

thorough documentation of their

processing capabilities, commercial

history, and financial background.

Some states include line items in

their budget to purchase food for

local food banks. Since the amount

being purchased is less than the

quantities requested by the USDA,

smaller operations can more easily

participate. Prices are often below

market rate.

https://www.ams.usda.gov/press-release/usda-announces-additional-food-purchase-plans
https://www.ams.usda.gov/press-release/usda-announces-additional-food-purchase-plans
https://www.intrafish.com/markets/usda-to-purchase-70-million-in-alaska-pollock-catfish-atlantic-groundfish/2-1-802420
https://www.ams.usda.gov/open-purchase-request?field_term_grades_and_standards_target_id=865
https://www.intrafish.com/shrimp/us-government-awards-majority-of-massive-25-million-shrimp-contract-to-louisiana-company/2-1-883110
https://www.ams.usda.gov/selling-food/becoming-approved
https://www.seafoodsource.com/news/supply-trade/usda-to-make-big-purchase-of-alaska-pollock
https://www.wicker.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/2020/5/wicker-hyde-smith-palazzo-encourage-department-of-agriculture-to-support-mississippi-seafood-industry


Increasing market diversity is crucial for the resilience of fishermen. During the pandemic, many

fishermen turned to direct sales to reach customers who were interested in purchasing local,

sustainable seafood. Building and maintaining an online presence was an important tool for

marketing these direct sales — some fishermen turned to social media to advertise sales, or created

profiles on local mobile applications and government websites so consumers could find them more

easily. Other fishermen with larger capacities opened "shops" on online marketplaces, specifically

those that cater to local, specialty suppliers. The success of CSFs during the pandemic indicates

potential long-term growth of the model as more consumers become exposed to it. Opportunities

for philanthropy and government purchasing of seafood are becoming more widespread and

accessible for fisheries with strong administrative backbones. The initial shocks caused by COVID-

19 were extreme, but the incredible resilience of fishermen during that time provides invaluable

lessons for market diversification going forward.

Conclusion 
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